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Summary

When a liquid containing dissolved gas is subjected to the

oscillating pressure of. an acoustic wave, gas bubbles can form by

the process of rectified diffusion. It is shown here that the rate

of rectified diffusion can be determined even when the diffusivity of

the dissolved gas is not known since the diffusion coefficient can be

related to the coefficient of viscosity of the liquid. The rate of

rectified diffusion of argon in liquid sodium is evaluated in this way.

When the pressure on a liquid is reduced there is the possibility of

formation of a vapor or gas cavity. Ordinarily one cannot expect a dis-
solved gas to participate in the development of a cavity since the rate of

diffusion of dissolved gas in a liquid is quite slow. In water, for example,
the diffusivity coefficient for dissolved air, D, has the value

2X 10 cmz/sec at Z 0 0C.

Henry's law tells us that the equilibrium concentration of dissolved

gas in a liquid is proportional to the pressure so that a reduced pressure

means that the liquid is supersaturated. Even so, a nucleus in a liquid

requires very long times to undergo significant growth. Such a quasi-
static growth is not of interest here. We shall, however, consider the

dynamic possibility for the formation of a gas bubble which can occur at a
given temperature T in a liquid exposed to pressure oscillations. An
important example of such oscillations is furnished by the propagation of

acoustic waves in a liquid. We consider a pressure wave of the form

P(t) = P (l+F sinwt)
0

with
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where P is the mean, ambient pressure and P is the maximum pres-

sure. We suppose that the dissolved gas concentration, c, is the equilib-

rium, or saturation, concentration for the pressure P . Then, in the half-

cycle when P falls below P o the solution is oversaturated and dissolved

gas diffuses into the bubble. During the half-cycle when P rises above Pot

the solution is undersaturated and gas diffuses out of the bubble into the

liquid. If we consider the pressure oscillations as a perturbation, it is

evident that to the first order in E the flow of gas into and out of the bubble

averages over a complete cycle to zero. There is, however, an important

second order effect which is evident if we observe that the bubble expands

about its mean equilibrium radius during the negative half-cycle of reduced

pressure and is compressed below its mean radius during the positive half-

cycle of increased pressure. As a consequence there is a larger surface

through which dissolved gas can be convected into the bubble and a smaller

surface out of which gas is convected from the bubble. There is, therefore,

a net diffusion of dissolved gas into the bubble.

We may easily estimate the average rate of growth of the gas bubble

for this process of rectified diffusion . We let R denote the average radius

of the bubble which is also the equilibrium radius for the mean pressure

P 0 . From dimensional considerations we would expect that the mean rate

of growth of this radius should be such that RdR/dt is proportional to the

diffusion coefficient D. Other factors should then be dimensionless. We

should also expect that the rate of growth of R2 should be proportional to

the dissolved concentration c, and to obtain a dimensionless factor we can

express this dependence as c/p, where p is the free gas density for the

pressure P 0 and temperature T. Finally, since we are dealing with a

second order process, we must have a dependence on the pressure amplitude

like f? . In this way we estimate the mean growth rate as

RdR D E Z

Cit p

The analytical solution [1] gives
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F dR 2 c z (1)

For air dissolved in water at 1 atm pressure and at 300°K we have

1.2 X 10 gmlcm and c/p= 0.02 so that for air dissolved in water

h c-7 2
D 4X 10- cm/sec (2)

It is known that rectified diffusion is an important process in water which

leads to the develonment of "gaseous cavitation" and, in addition Eq. (1)

has been experimentally observed to give a reasonably accurate expression

for the development of such cavitation [2].

In connection with the development of the fast breeder nuclear re-
actor, the properties of liquid sodium are of concern since this liquid is
proposed as a coolant. Of special importance for the performance and
control of such a breeder is rate of formation of cavities in the liquid which

is related, of course, to the effective tensile strength of the liquid. It must
4 be anticipated that liquid sodium in such an application would be kept under

an inert g'- cover which we shall take here to be argon. Since the measure-11 ments of the development of cavities can be easily performed with oscilla-

ting pressures [ 3], it is of interest to consider whether there is a possibil-

ity of rectified diffusion of dissolved argon in liquid sodium.

We may consider the definite situation in which liquid sodium is at

1100 0 K under argon at 1 atm pressure. The solubility of argon in liquid

sodium is quite small and is estimated at this temperature to be [ 4]

7.2X 10 - 7gm of argon per cm 3 of liquid sodium. Since the density of argon,

PA' at I I00=K and 1 atm is 4.42X 10- 4 gm/cm3 we have for the ratio of
dissolved concentraiion of argon to the gas density j

cA- . 6z10 3  (3)

Clearly the solubility of argon is small, but in order to determine

the possible importance of rectified diffusion we need to know the diffusion

coefficient of dissolved argon in liquid sodium. A measured value for this

Einstein's formula which we may recall as follows. The chemical potential

.ptnta

'I A,
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per solute molecule in a weak solution with concentration c is

1 - .o(p, T) + kT log c (4)

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The force per solute molecule, - VA,

in a solution is given by

• / - k C . ( 5 )
c

In the steady state this force on a molecule is balanced by the viscous drag

so that V +0"
V.L + 6rrjav =0 , (6)

where we use Stokes' formula for the drag force on a molecule of radius a

moving with velocity v in a liquid with viscosity coefficient A. A solute
flux j = cv is related to the concentration gradient and diffusion coefficient

as follows: I
=(:v =-DVc ,

so that
v=-D Vc (7)

c

when we use (5) and (7) in Eq. (6) we get Einstein's formula for the co-

efficient of diffusion,

D kT (8)

The coefficient of viscosity of liquid sodium at 1100°K is approximate-
ly 0.17 centipoise [ 5]. The diffusivity coefficient of liquid sodium at

I 100°K, D(na), is related to that of water at 300"K, D(I-Z 0), as follows

1100 1i ~~D(Na) - 0- T 0 D(H z 0) (9)

We have frum Eq. (3) the value for cA/,. for argon; the corresponding
value for dissolved air is c/p = 0. 02. W may now determine, using
Eq. (9), the ratio of the rectified diff sion .ate for argon in liquid sodium

to the rate for air dissolved in water:
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S(CA pA)D(Na)

(c7p)D(H 0) = 2 (10)
a

It is evident that rectified diffusion of dissolved argon is an important

mechanism in liquid sodium since the rate is even greater than that for air

in water. The effective tensile strength in liquid sodium as observed with

oscillating pressure fields will therefore be very modest and similar to

those observed in water.
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